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ABSTRACT

Image nonlocal self-similarity (NSS) property has been 
widely exploited via various sparsity models such as joint 
sparsity (JS) and group sparse coding (GSC). However, the 
existing NSS-based sparsity models are either too restrictive,
i.e., JS enforces the sparse codes to share the same support, 
or too general, i.e., GSC imposes only plain sparsity on the 
group coefficients, which lim it their effectiveness for model
ing real images. In this paper, we propose a novel NSS-based 
sparsity model, namely low-rank regularized group sparse 
coding (LR-GSC), to bridge the gap between the popular GSC 
and JS. The proposed LR-GSC model simultaneously exploits 
the sparsity and low-rankness of the dictionary-domain coef
ficients for each group of similar patches. To make the pro
posed scheme tractable and robust, an alternating minimiza
tion with an adaptive adjusted parameter strategy is develope
d to solve the proposed optimization problem. Experimental 
results on both image deblocking and denoising demonstrate 
that the proposed LR-GSC image restoration algorithms out
perform many popular or state-of-the-art methods, in terms of 
both the objective and perceptual quality.

Index Terms— Group sparse coding, low-rank regular
ized group sparse coding, alternating minimization, adaptive 
parameter adjustment, image restoration.

1. INTRODUCTION

Effective image priors are critical for image restoration tasks 
[ -11 ]. In particular, sparsity prior has been emerging as one 
of the most remarkable attributes of natural images [ , , ]. 
The classic sparsity model represents each image patch as a 
sparse (i.e., most of its coefficients are zero) vector in cer
tain dictionary domain [ ], while others proposed transform- 
domain adaptive sparsity [ ]. However, most of the classic 
sparse coding schemes are patch-based which are limited by 
only focusing on the image local structures while neglecting
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Fig. 1. Schematic comparison of the sparse coefficients using (a) 
GSC [ ], (b) JS [ ], and (c) the proposed LR-GSC (the gray-scale 
columns in (c) denotes the dependent matrix columns, i.e., low- 
rank matrix), and the example images denoised by methods using 
(d) GSC [ ], (e) JS [ ] and (f) the proposed LR-GSC.

image nonlocal self-similarity (NSS) property. Motivated by 
the fact that similar patches (formed a group) for sparse cod
ing also appear a strong correlation amongst their sparse coef
ficients [ ], group sparse coding (GSC) [ , , 11,15,16] pro
posed to integrate image local sparsity and NSS [ , , , ,16] 
for various image restoration applications. Alternatively, 
Mairal et al. [ ] proposed the joint sparsity (JS) model to ex
ploit simultaneous sparsity and NSS, assuming that the sparse 
coefficients of similar patches share the same support. Fig. 1 
(a) and (b) illustrate the difference between the sparse codes 
with GSC and JS models, respectively. Comparing to GSC, 
JS is too restrictive by enforcing all sparse codes to share 
the same support. On the other hand, GSC can be too gen
eral by imposing only plain sparsity within each group of 
similar patches. Besides sparisty, an alternative approach to 
exploit NSS prior is by low-rank modeling [ , 12, 17-19]. 
For instance, Zhang et al. [ ] proposed the constrained non
convex low-rank model for compression artifacts reduction. 
Zha et al. [1' ] proposed a rank residual constraint model for
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Fig. 2. The flowchart of image denoising by LR-GSC.

image restoration, which has achieved state-of-the-art perfor
mance.

In this paper, we aim to bridge the gap between the 
existing NSS-based sparsity models, by proposing a novel 
approach called low-rank regularized group sparse coding 
(LR-GSC). It simultaneously exploits the sparsity and low
rankness of the dictionary-domain coefficients for each group 
of similar patches. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first time that the low-rank property of group coefficient is ex
plicitly utilized in GSC. On the other hand, LR-GSC is also 
less restrictive comparing to the JS model which allows more 
flexibility for image modeling [ ]. Fig. 1 (c) shows how the
sparse coefficients using LR-GSC are different from those by 
GSC and JS. We present an efficient yet effective alternating 
minimization algorithm with adaptive parameter adjustments 
to solve the LR-GSC problem. Experimental results of image 
deblocking and denoising applications demonstrate that the 
proposed LR-GSC algorithms achieve superior results com
pared with many popular or state-of-the-art methods. 2

2. GROUP SPARSE CODING

We briefly review the background on the classic GSC [ , 6, 
1 ] which is typically a two-stage scheme: grouping similar 
patches, followed by sparse representing each group of patch
es. More specifically, an image x £ RN is divided into n 
overlapped patches Xi £ Mh, i  =  1 ,. . . ,  n. Taking each Xi 
as the reference, K-nearest-neighbor is applied within a local 
window W  x W  to select its m most similar patches. The 
selected m patches, which are ranked in descending order of 
their Euclidean distance to the reference x t, form the columns 
of each data matrix Xi £ Rbxm. Thus, each Xi is called a

group, containing patches with similar structures.
GSC proposed to learn a dictionary D j from each group 

Xi [ , 14, 21]. Given each dictionary Di; each group Xi is
sparsely represented by solving the following problem,

A j =  argmin Q | |X j - D A i l l l - +  A||Aj||i^ V i, (1)

where 11 • | \p and 11 � 111 denote the Frobenius norm and l  \ -norm 
(which is imposed on vectorized A*), respectively. Thus the 
optimal A j ’s are the sparse codes with A >  0.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

3.1. Low-Rank Regularized Group Sparse Coding

Besides the plain sparsity imposed by GSC, we propose to 
impose group-wise low-rankness on each group sparse coeffi
cient A j, to further exploit group similarity. Both the sparsity 
and low-rankness penalties are applied as the dual regulariz
es in the following LR-GSC problem,

{A i,B i}  =argm in i| |X j -D jA j||F  +  A||Ai||i
A R &

’ (2) 
+  “ ||A — Bt \\% +  T||fij||* V i ,

where || • ||i is applied for the sparsity penalty, and the nu
clear norm || • ||* [12] is applied for the low-rank penalty. A 
low-rank approximation is jointly estimated for each group
sparse matrix At . Similar to GSC, the optimal sparse codes

| a ,:|  are used to restore the latent image. Fig. 2 shows 

the flowchart of the proposed LR-GSC, by taking the simple 
image denoising as an example.
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3.2. Connections to GSC and JS

As introduced in Section 2, GSC methods [ , 1 ] group sim
ilar patches but only impose plain sparsity on each patch 
group. Such model is very general as the support of each in
dividual patch sparse code is independent within each group, 
despite of their strong correlation [ ]. To further exploit the 
intra-group patch correlation, the proposed LR-GSC impos
es additional low-rank penalty on top of plain sparsity. Thus, 
LR-GSC is a more restrictive model comparing to GSC.

On the other hand, the joint sparsity (JS) model applies 
|| • || 1,2 in each group, which enforces the sparse codes to share 
the same support [ ]. It is a restrictive model as the optimal 
JS coefficients are both strictly sparse and low-rank. Since not 
all jointly sparse and low-rank data satisfy the JS model [2C], 
the JS model is more restrictive than the proposed LR-GSC 
model, which solves for approximately simultaneous sparse 
and low-rank patch group coefficients. Fig. 3 summarizes the 
connections of the proposed LR-GSC to GSC and JS, show
ing that the proposed LR-GSC bridges the gap between the 
two. More detailed theoretic analysis can be found in [ ].

4. IMAGE RESTORATION VIA  LR-GSC

In this section, we apply the proposed LR-GSC model for 
two image restoration problems, namely image denoising and 
deblocking. The corrupted image y £ B.N is modelled as

y = x + n ,  (3)

where x  and n denote the clean image and the additive noise, 
respectively. For denoising, n is assumed zero-mean i.i.d. 
Gaussian noise. JPEG compression artifacts reduction, a.k.a., 
image deblocking, can be translated into an image denoising 
problem with n being the quantization noise [12, 22],

For image restoration, we applied LR-GSC to the degrad
ed image y as the clean x  is inaccessible. Similarly, one can 
form each patch group Yj e Rbxm fromy by selecting the m 
most similar patches toy, e Rb. We propose the group-based 
restoration problem for each latent clean Xi by modeling the 
corresponding Yj,

{A-uBi} a rg m in -^ r \ \Y i-D iA i \ \p  +  A||Aj||i
Ai,Bi K in

+ - | |A j- R jH f  +  Tll'®*ll* V i ,
V

(4 )

where denotes the noise variance. The optimal sparse 
codes {A j}"=1 are used to estimate the clean patch group as 
D iA i. Each patch from the restored patch groups are deposit
ed back to their respective locations of the image, and ag
gregated to reconstruct the clean image estimate x  by pixel 
normalization [ , ].
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Fig. 3. Relationship among the proposed LR-GSC, GSC [ 1] 
and the joint sparsity [ ].

4.1. Solving LR-GSC via Alternating Minimization

We now show how to solve the LR-GSC problem Eq. (4) ef
fectively using an alternating minimization strategy with re
spect to two sub-problems, i.e., A i and Bi sub-problem. Be
low we give the detailed implementations for each of them.

4.1.1. A i Sub-Problem

Given D L and the fixed Bit the A i sub-problem is reduced to

A i =  argmin - ^ - | |F i - D iA i | | |+ - | |A i - B i |||+A||A i ||i Vi . 
A, to£  V

(5)
There are various methods to learn group-wise sub-dictionary 
Di [ , 14, 21], In this work, we construct each Di using 
principal component analysis (PCA) from Yj [ ]. Since the 
learned PCA dictionaries are unitary, Eq. (5) is equivalent to

A i = a rg m in — -A t\ \p  +  - | |A j - B i \ \2F +  A||A*||i
Ai to -2" 77" " "

=  argm in^||/,i -  Ai\\p +  A77o£||Aj||i V i ,
Ai *

2 (6) 
where /?, =  D j  Y, and P, =  There is a simple
closed-form solution to Eq. (6) as

A i =  S o f t {P i,y / ) ^ l)  V i, (7)

where Soft{-) denotes the soft-thresholding operator [2^], 
i.e., Soft (M , y/^W n)k,j =  max (Mkij -  y/\r)a%, 0), where 
M k,j is the (k , j)  elements of arbitrary matrix M.

4.1.2. Bj Sub-Problem

Given fixed A i; the Bt sub-problem reduces to

Bi — argm in^||A j — Bi\\p +  Vi , (8)
Bi A A

where ||Bj||* =  Y lj Vj =  1, . . . ,  d and d =  min(b, m). 
tp ij is the j-th  singular value of the matrix B j. There is the 
closed-form solution to Eq. (8) [ ] as

Bi =  UiS0f l ( A i , r̂ ) V l  V i ,  (9)

where we denote the singular value decomposition (SVD) 
A i =  Uj A jV jT, and the soft thresholding is applied to the 
diagonal elements of A*, i.e., the singular values.
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Algorithm 1 The Proposed LR-GSC for Image Restoration. 
Require: The degraded image y.

1: Initialize Jr° = y ,y °  = y , <rn, b, m, W, p and p.
2: for k — 1 to Max-Iter do
3: Iterative Regularizationyk — xk~x +  c(y — yk~x).
4: for Each patch yi in yk do
5: Find nonlocal similar patches to form a group Yi.
6: Constructing dictionary Di by Yi using PCA.
7: Update <Te by computing Eq. (11).
8: Update A i by computing A j =  D j  Yt.
9: Perform [Uh A u Vi] =  SVD(At).

10: Update t  by computing Eq. (12).
11: Estimate Bi by computing Eq. (9).
12: Update T] by computing Eq. (10).
13: Update A by computing Eq. (12).
14: Estimate A* by computing Eq. (7).
15: Get the estimation: Xi — DiAi.
16: end for
17: Aggregate Xi to form the denoised image xk.
18: end for
19: Output: The final restored image x.

4.2. Adaptive Parameter Adjustment

There are three hyper-parameters, i.e., r), A and t , in the pro
posed LR-GSC problem of Eq. (4). One can empirically tune 
them over a tuning dataset, which is ad-hoc. Instead, we 
present a systematical approach for adaptive parameter ad
justment that is associated with the proposed LR-GSC.

We set coefficient 77 (fc) of the quadratic term to be propor
tional to the noise variance (er1 2)^ ) as

rj{k) =  p {crl){k\  (10)

where k is the fc-th iteration and p denotes a scaling factor. 
r ] ^  is thus directly depending on the estimation of a ik\  In 
this work, the iterative regularization strategy [ ] is employed

( k )  ito update the estimation of the noise variance ,

° i k )= P \/< r2n - \ \ * {k)- y \ \ l  (11)

where p is a scaling factor.
Furthermore, we adaptively update the coefficients A and 

t  which are for the sparsity and low-rank penalties, respec
tively, in each iteration by [ ]:

(fc) =  2V2 (<re2)W (fe) =  2>/2(<re2)W

(W i+e) ’ (7i +  e) ’
( 12)

where w, and denote the estimated variance of A, and A j, 
respectively, s and e are small constants to avoid dividing 
by zero. Now, we summarize the complete algorithm of the 
proposed LR-GSC for image restoration in Algorithm 1.

1 For image deblocking, we first utilize a Gaussian model proposed in [ ]
to estimate <rn.

Table 1. Average PSNR (dB) results with different image 
deblocking algorithms on BSD 100 Dataset [ ]._________

Method QF=1 QF=5 QF=10 QF=20 QF=30 QF=40 QF=50 QF=60 QF=70 QF=80 Average
JPEG 22.75 25.04 27.59 29.97 31.37 32.36 33.17 34.02 35.19 36.97 30.84

FoE [28] 23.24 25.81 28.37 30.57 31.90 32.83 33.60 34.36 35.35 36.68 31.27
SA-DCT [22] 23.87 26.06 28.48 30.73 32.07 33.01 33.79 34.60 35.73 37.46 31.58
PC-LRM [18] 23.89 26.06 28.49 30.78 32.16 33.12 33.91 34.73 35.87 37.60 31.66

ANCE [2! ] 23.87 26.07 28.51 30.80 32.18 33.16 33.98 34.83 36.02 37.81 31.72
BM3D [30] 23.50 25.91 28.46 30.75 32.09 33.04 33.82 34.63 35.76 37.50 31.55

CONCOLOR [  2] 24.04 26.16 28.54 30.86 32.29 33.31 34.16 35.02 36.23 38.05 31.87
SSR-QC [31] 23.86 26.05 28.45 30.78 32.18 33.15 33.98 34.83 36.00 37.75 31.70
LERaG [ 9] 23.68 26.20 28.57 30.86 32.27 33.26 34.08 34.92 36.06 37.76 31.77
COGL [3 ] 23.70 26.04 28.40 30.69 32.09 33.07 33.90 34.74 35.90 37.68 31.62
LR-GSC 24.09 26.27 28.66 31.00 32.41 33.47 34.33 35.19 36.37 38.07 31.99

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

j j j § vS m
(g> (hi (11 Cj) (kl Cl)

Fig. 4. Visual comparison deblocking results of image 78004 
with QF = 5. (a) Original image; (b) JPEG compressed image 
(PSNR=25.06dB); (c) FoE [ ] (PSNR=25.96dB); (d) SA-DCT 
[2 ] (PSNR=26.40dB); (e) PC-LRM [ ] (PSNR=26.71dB); (f) 
ANCE [ ] (PSNR=26.45dB); (g) BM3D [ ] (PSNR=26.23dB); 
(h) CONCOLOR [ ] (PSNR=27.21dB); (i) SSR-QC [ ] (P- 
SNR=26.97dB); (j) LERaG [ ] (PSNR= 27.14dB); (k) COGL [ 2] 
(PSNR=26.59dB); (1) LR-GSC (PSNR=27.29dB).

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Extensive experimental results are conducted in this sec
tion to verify the performance of our proposed LR-GSC 
based image restoration algorithm. We apply the pro
posed LR-GSC method to image deblocking and image 
denoising, over the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset (BS
D) [27], We apply the peak signal to noise ratio (P- 
SNR) as the objective quality metric. The source code 
of our proposed LR-GSC model for image restoration 
is available at: h t tp s  : /  / d r iv e  . g o o g le . com/open? 
id = lv v tZ j  jMOqISmU-AYw4Ln2RAp3C7wjyyk.

5.1. Image Deblocking

We first describe the experimental results of the proposed LR- 
GSC for image deblocking. In this work, we focus on JPEG- 
based compressed artifacts reduction with different quality 
factor (QF) [2£ ]. The parameter setting of the proposed LR- 
GSC based image deblocking is as follows. The size of each 
patch \fb  x Vb is set to 7 x 7 and nonlocal similar patches m is 
set to 60. c is set to 0.1 and the size of similar patches search 
window W  x W  is set to 25x25. The scale factors (p, p) 
are set to (0.0001, 1), (0.0009, 0.7), (0.0008, 1), (0.003, 1),
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Table 2. Average PSNR (dB) results of different denoising
algorithms on BSD 200 dataset [ ].

Methods <t „=30 <t „=40

otnIIbe <r„=75 II o o Average
BM3D [ ] 27.93 26.58 25.71 24.22 23.21 25.53
LSSC [ ] 28.05 26.75 25.80 24.18 23.12 25.58
EPLL [ ] 28.00 26.71 25.77 24.18 23.15 25.56
Plow[ ] 27.58 26.37 25.46 23.80 22.66 25.17
NCSR[ ] 27.92 26.58 25.65 24.04 23.00 25.44
PGPD [ ] 27.96 26.73 25.82 24.30 23.29 25.62
LINC [ ] 27.98 26.68 25.73 24.11 23.02 25.50
aGMM [ ] 27.56 26.36 25.31 23.50 22.19 24.98
OGLR[ ] 27.84 26.65 25.69 24.16 22.85 25.44

NLN-CDR [ ] 27.53 26.45 25.56 24.00 22.98 25.30
RRC [ ] 28.02 26.73 25.81 24.28 23.27 25.62
LR-GSC 27.94 26.73 25.88 24.35 23.31 25.64

(0.009, 1) and (0.03, 0.08) for QF <  1, 1<QF<5, 5<QF< 
10,10<QF< 20, 20<QF<30 and QF> 30, respectively.

We compare our proposed LR-GSC with advanced im
age deblocking methods, including FoE [ ], SA-DCT [Tz ], 
PC-LRM [ I f  ], ANCE [ 19], BM3D [ J, CONCOLOR [12], 
SSR-QC [31], LERaG [ ] and COGL [32], It is worth 
noting that nonlocal redundancies are used in these method
s, except for FoE. CONCOLOR, SSR-QC (a GSC method), 
LERaG (both exploited the sparsity and low-rank priors) and 
COGL are the recently proposed JPEG-based compression ar
tifacts reduction methods that achieve state-of-the-art result
s. In these experiments, each test image is firstly encoded 
by a JPEG coder with different QFs, and then decoded us
ing the standard JPEG decoder. Following this, these JPEG- 
compressed images are fed into different image deblocking 
algorithms. We compare all competing methods on 100 test 
images from BSD dataset [ ] at QF = {1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 
50, 60, 70 and 80}. The average PSNR results are presented 
in Table 1 with the best results highlighted in red. It can be 
seen that the proposed LR-GSC consistently outperforms all 
competing methods. On average, our proposed LR-GSC en
joys a PSNR gain over JPEG by 1.15dB, over FoE by 0.72d- 
B, over SA-DCT by 0.41dB, over PC-LRM by 0.33dB, over 
ANCE by 0.27dB, over BM3D by 0.44dB, over CONCOLOR 
by 0.12dB, over SSR-QC by 0.29dB, over LERaG by 0.22dB 
and over COGL by 0.37dB.

We show the visual comparison results on image 78004 
with QF = 5 in Fig. 4. One can observe that the blocking 
artifacts are visibly existed in the image decoded by the s
tandard JPEG. Furthermore, FoE, SA-DCT, ANCE, BM3D 
and COGL produce some undesirable artifacts, while PC- 
LRM, CONCOLOR, SSR-QC and LERaG methods are apt to 
over-smooth the images. By contrast, the proposed LR-GSC 
method not only significantly removes the visual artifacts, but 
also obtains better visual perception on both textures and s
mall details than other competing methods.

5.2. Image Denoising

We continue our experiments with image denoising. We set 
patch size Vb x Vb to 6 x 6, 7 x 7 ,  8 x 8 and 9 x 9 for

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Fig. 5. Denoising results of image 140006 with un = 
100. (a) Original image; (b) Noisy image; (c) BM3D [ ] (P- 
SNR=22.54dB); (d) LSSC [ ] (PSNR=22.57dB); (e) EPLL [ ] (P- 
SNR=21.48dB); (f) Plow [ ] (PSNR=21.58dB); (g) NCSR [ ] (P- 
SNR=22.03dB); (h) PGPD [ ] (PSNR=22.42dB); (i) LINC [ ] (P- 
SNR=22.60dB); (j) aGMM [ ] (PSNR=19.91dB); (k) OGLR [ ] 
(PSNR=21.87dB); (1) NLN-CDR [ ] (PSNR=21.97dB); (m) RRC 
[1 ] (PSNR=22.56dB); (n) LR-GSC (PSNR=23.11dB).

crn <  20, 20 < a n < 50, 50 < a n <  75 and crn >  75, 
respectively. Nonlocal similar patches m is set to 70, 80, 90 
and 100 for a n <  30, 30 <  a n <  50, 50 < a n <  75 and 
crn > 75, respectively, c is set to 0.1 and the size of similar 
patches search window W  x W  is set to 30x30. The scale 
factors (p, p) are set to (0.05, 0.1), (0.03, 0.09), (0.07, 0.04), 
(0.006, 0.1), (0.009, 0.06), (0.003, 0.07) and (0.0008, 0.09) 
for a n < 10,10 < a n < 20, 20 < a n <  30, 30 < a n <  40, 
40 < a n < 50, 50 < trn < 75 and crn >  75, respectively.

We compare the proposed LR-GSC with leading denois
ing methods, including BM3D [30], LSSC [ ], EPLL [ ], 
Plow [ ], NCSR[ ], PGPD [ ], LINC [34], aGMM [35], 
OGLR [ ], NLN-CDR [ ] and RRC [ ]. The image non
local redundancies are exploited in all these methods. NCSR 
and PGPD are based on the GSC models, while LSSC is a 
JS method. RRC is a low-rank minimization method that de
livers state-of-the-art denoising results. We comprehensively 
evaluate all competing methods on BSD 200 (including 200 
images) datatset [ ] at five noise levels, i.e., white Gaussian 
noise with standard deviation crn = {30,40, 50, 75 and 100}. 
As can be seen from Table 2 (red indicates the best and blue 
is the second best performance), on average, the proposed 
LR-GSC achieves better PSNR result than other competing 
methods. Though the proposed LR-GSC is slightly lower 
than LSSC method on PSNR in the case of crn = 30 and 40, 
it consistently outperforms all competing methods when the 
noise level <rn > 40. One visual comparison of <rn = 100 
for image 140006 is shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed that 
LSSC, LINC, NCSR, aGMM and NLN-CDR methods tend to 
over-smooth the images, while BM3D, EPLL, Plow, PGPD, 
OGLR and RRC methods still suffer from some undesirable 
artifacts. By contrast, our proposed LR-GSC method not on
ly eliminates the visual artifacts effectively, but also preserves 
sharp edges and fine details.
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6. CONCLUSION

We proposed a new model for image restoration, dubbed LR- 
GSC, which jointly exploits the sparsity and low-rank prop
erties of patch group coefficients. The proposed LR-GSC 
bridged the gap between the GSC and JS models, and we 
developed an alternating minimization with an adaptive pa
rameter adjustment strategy to solve the LR-GSC based im
age restoration problems. Experimental results on two im
age applications, i.e., image denoising and image deblocking, 
demonstrated that the proposed LR-GSC algorithms outper
form many popular or state-of-the-art methods.
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